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Abstract

In today's fast-paced work environments, maintaining an organized desk is essential for
maximizing efficiency and productivity. "The Ultimate Guide to Desk Organization" offers
comprehensive insights into the benefits of a well-organized workspace and provides practical
tips for optimizing your desk layout, decluttering effectively, and managing paperwork and
electronics. This guide also emphasizes the importance of maintaining an organized desk
through daily habits and periodic organization tips. By implementing the strategies outlined in
this guide, individuals can create a workspace that fosters productivity, creativity, and overall
well-being.

1. Introduction
In the modern workplace, where time is a precious commodity and distractions are plentiful, the
importance of an organized desk cannot be overstated. A clutter-free workspace not only
enhances productivity but also contributes to a sense of calm and clarity. "The Ultimate Guide to
Desk Organization" is a comprehensive resource designed to help you maximize efficiency by
optimizing your workspace.



This guide will explore the benefits of a well-organized desk, provide practical tips for
decluttering and organizing your workspace, and offer advice on maintaining an organized desk
in the long term. Whether you work in a traditional office setting or from the comfort of your
home, the strategies outlined in this guide can help you create a workspace that is both
functional and inspiring.

By following the principles of desk organization outlined in this guide, you can transform your
workspace into a place where productivity thrives and creativity flourishes. Let's dive in and
discover how you can create an organized desk that maximizes your efficiency and enhances
your work experience.

2. Importance of Desk Organization
Taking a few minutes each day to straighten your desk can help build healthy organizational
habits and make you more efficient. After all, every time you search for documents or get
distracted by the clutter that surrounds you productivity is hindered.

Keeping your office clean is easier than you think. Tidying could increase your mental and
physical health as well as improve your work-life balance.

How to keep a clean and organized office
1. Throw out what you don’t need.
The first step in cleaning your office is to conduct a workspace audit. Take a good look at what’s
in your office space. Determine what items, paperwork and supplies you truly need and what
you can do without. Think about what you use daily, what you use once in a while and what you
never use. Then create separate piles for trash, items you want to keep and those you wish to
donate.

Initially, getting rid of certain items or materials may seem like a challenge, but if there are things
you never use, there is no point in keeping them. They will only add to the mess in your office,
so you are better off getting rid of them.

2. Hide electrical wires and chargers.
Simply concealing the wires in your space will make a massive difference in how clean and neat
it is. Communicating with clients in your office when it’s in a state of disarray can be
embarrassing. If you know your space is messy, so do others. That’s a clear sign it is time to
clean. An organized area will help you feel better about inviting others into your workspace.

A surge protector, which will keep all your cords charged to the same outlet so you don’t have
wires coming from several places, is ideal. If your work desk has an open back, arrange the
wires in that opening so they aren’t visible when you shut the drawer. The goal is to make sure
your cords are in an accessible place without drawing too much attention to them.



3. Recycle extra papers.
With how digitized the average workplace has become, there’s not much reason to have tons of
paper files around your office. Most businesses and companies use apps and online resources
to complete their work and don’t need to rely on paper products to accomplish tasks. Unless
paper is a must, decrease the amount of paper you use and recycle the paper you no longer
need.

Bottom Line
Even with the advancement of digital technology, the amount of paper (and paper packaging)
the world consumes continues to increase yearly. We could save 1.6 million tons of greenhouse
gas emissions if every American reduced their paper usage by only 10 percent, as reported by
Gitnux.

4. Minimize desk clutter.

Although throwing random items on our desks is easy, your desktop is not just storage space.
This space is where you’re supposed to work on your career goals and accomplish essential
tasks, so treat the area as such.
Good rules of organization mean minimizing what you have and maximizing the space you’re
working with. Make sure any items sitting on your desk are helpful ones that will enhance your
productivity.
Use your wall space to minimize the clutter on your desk. Put up hanging shelves that can hold
your must-have items. If you want your things in drawers, buy small storage bins that will hold
them so you don’t have a bunch of stuff cluttering your space.

5. Clean regularly.



Unfortunately, cleaning one time and never again won’t help you stay organized in the long
term. You must make regularly cleaning your workspace a conscious habit — much like
scheduling emails or attending meetings — so it never goes back to being a cluttered mess.
Pick a frequency that works for you. Tidying up for 15 minutes once a week should be more
than enough time to put everything back into place and wipe down your desktop. Try not to be
lazy about your cleanup because that’ll leave you with more to do down the road. If something is
useless to you or doesn’t liven up your workspace, don’t be afraid to throw it away.

A key component to cultivating a positive work life is organizing and cleaning up your
workspace. A tidy work area contributes to a tidy mind. When you realize how much time you
waste looking for missing items and trying to get through the clutter, it’ll be a relief to have a
space that’s sorted properly.

How workspace cleanliness and organization affect productivity
● It improves concentration.

A decluttered workspace can reduce stress and anxiety, which in turn enhances concentration.
Workers with fewer distractions can quickly clear their minds, stay focused, and do their jobs
better.

● It decreases sick days.
A clean and sanitized workspace can help ward off the common cold. Workplaces and workers
that frequently clean surfaces and hands, generally see a reduction of 80 percent in sickness,
according to a University of Arizona study. Investing in a professional cleaning service can also
help decrease the number of sick days in the office.

Did You Know?
Poor air quality in the office can lead to more sick days. However, according to the American
Psychiatric Association, it can also lead to an increased risk of anxiety and depression.

It promotes happiness.
Messy distractions can adversely affect workers’ mental health. An unkempt area can lead to
procrastination and a lack of motivation to complete necessary tasks on time. According to a
study in Current Psychology, an untidy workspace inhibits your ability to function and could also
lead to less satisfaction with your life.

It boosts morale.
A well-maintained workplace leads to higher morale in the office. Offices that keep a clean,
sanitized and clutter-free environment help foster positive attitudes and general employee
satisfaction.
Simply having a clean office can help an employee feel valued. An organized office improves
employee retention rates and motivates workers to meet goals for a company that elevates
standards. Employees also benefit from less burnout and an increase in creativity.

It lowers equipment costs.



Keeping the office clean can help prolong the life of your electronics. Regular maintenance of
office equipment repairs problems before they become too severe and prevents essential items
from breaking down. This can reduce supply costs and keep the office running smoothly.

3. Essential Desk Organization Supplies
The catch-22 of having your office where you live is that you're surrounded by, well, your home.
Instead of the usual work setup with an ergonomic rolling chair, large desk, and organizers of
every kind, you might be working with a kitchen table and chair setup that could contribute to a
longer and less enjoyable workday. Whether you're you're getting your work done on the couch
at home or in your own decked-out home office, there are plenty of tools and accessories you
can add to improve your setup.

These desk accessories aren't going to keep all the distractions at bay, but after working in our
home offices more than ever before, they've definitely kept us more focused, productive, and
comfortable — even at our kitchen tables.

A reusable smart notebook
This is a good compromise for me as someone who learns better by writing things down but
doesn't want to waste the paper or give up digitized notes. When you write on the Everlast
notebook pages with an accompanying pen, you can later erase your writing with a damp cloth
and reuse the same page over and over again. You can also digitize your handwritten notes
using an app. I personally love it because it feels just like writing on paper, but reduces waste



and the storage of tons of old notebooks. We also included it in our Buying Guide to the best
smart notebooks you can buy. — Mara Leighton, former senior reporter, Insider Reviews

A Mini Desktop Vacuum Cleaner

I always have snacks and or something small to nibble on to keep me going throughout the
work day. That's why a mini desk vacuum comes in handy. I can snatch any crumb up I see at
the moment which saves me time on the weekends when I do my deep clean. — Kayla
Bickham, former style and beauty fellow, Insider Reviews

A Magnetic Phone Holder for Laptop
When staying up to date with social media or looking something up quickly that I need, having
my phone handy is essential. To prevent the constant reach and set down dance, having my
phone propped up and easily visibly allows me to scroll faster and more freely. — Kayla
Bickham, former style and beauty fellow, Insider Reviews
Advertisement

A nearly indestructible plant
Plant delivery company Leon & George told me this tropical plant is "near-indestructible" and it
was completely right. When I had this in the office for a half-year before we went remote, I've
quite honestly neglected this plant. I water it whenever I feel like it or happen to remember, but
it's still looking great and it brings me a lot of joy. The incorporation of greenery has made my
desk set-up feel less sterile, and it couldn't be easier to take care of. The process of ordering
from Leon & George was also painless. You can browse plants by size, benefits, and light

https://affiliate.insider.com/?amazonTrackingID=biip_020119_desk-products-20&h=eb00d639334e3861b8876d5e79dcefc0c3e15974a53888c244ad20da2e0f2b57&platform=browser&postID=61b8efc7f2a36b1ac9f4213e&postSlug=guides%2Fhome%2Fuseful-desk-accessories&site=bi&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.leonandgeorge.com%2Fplants%2Fzanzibar-gem-medium&amcid=amcid-s7VmirMEmms2AOrImr72


needed, and your order arrives at your door fresh and carefully packaged. Read our full review
here. — Connie Chen, contributor
Advertisement

A Headphone Stand that charges tech devices

Between my home office essentials and my desk decor, it's easy for my set up to become a
cluttered mess. The more things I can tuck away neatly, the better. This headphone stand keeps
my headphones out of the way, plus I can charge a few of my tech devices with it too. — Kayla
Bickham, former style and beauty fellow, Insider Reviews
Advertisement



A luxe seat cushion

I asked for a Purple Seat Cushion for Christmas after reading Jessica Klein's review, and it's
amazing what an instant and marked improvement it's made. Besides improving my posture
while seated, it has made sitting down all day significantly more comfortable. — Ellen Hoffman,
former editor-in-chief, Insider Reviews
Advertisement
A Therapy Lamp

Happy Light Therapy Lamp
Although my home office is set up directly in front of a window, I lose a lot of the natural light as
we transition into colder months. To help combat that, I use light therapy. Not only does it act as
artificial sunlight, but a quick 10 to 15 minutes with it on gives me a good pick me up to help get
me through the day. — Kayla Bickham, former style and beauty fellow, Insider Reviews

https://affiliate.insider.com/?amazonTrackingID=biip_020119_desk-products-20&h=d1d6a421601215363c4acac0138c5e29bb84e3dcca409e0a4af011b076eeb188&platform=browser&postID=61b8efc7f2a36b1ac9f4213e&postSlug=guides%2Fhome%2Fuseful-desk-accessories&site=bi&u=https%3A%2F%2Fpurple.com%2Fseat-cushions%2Froyal&amcid=amcid-leo7BsIq3NqsENg6INYA


Fidget magnets for maintaing focus
I always keep fidget toys from Speks out on my desk to play with during meetings. They keep
me from using my hands to check every message that pops up while I should be focusing on
what other people are saying. They're also great for those moments when I need to just sit and
think about something! I'll spin my chair away from my computer so I'm not distracted and fidget
for a few minutes just to give my hands something to do. I find that it helps with my mental
clarity and focus. — Sally Kaplan, executive editor, Insider Reviews
Advertisement
A balance board

I had a makeshift standing desk setup at home, and if you've ever had something similar, you
know the position can be tiring on your feet. Fluidstance's balance boards help you stabilize
your body and relieve some of the tension of standing, plus they're just plain fun to use. I found
it to be a great way to train my balance and keep my body moving, and I love that the wooden
design actually looks attractive, too. — Connie Chen, contributor
Advertisement

https://affiliate.insider.com/?amazonTrackingID=biip_020119_desk-products-20&h=40b67c7f0d0ed67bec437e289a6bd9b91af6a00959d810587820a7d4f1d9618f&platform=browser&postID=61b8efc7f2a36b1ac9f4213e&postSlug=guides%2Fhome%2Fuseful-desk-accessories&site=bi&u=https%3A%2F%2Ffluidstance.com%2Fproducts%2Fthe-level-balance-board-for-standing-desk%3Fvariant%3D32000472204%26sscid%3D81k4_s1i5s&amcid=amcid-VgQAU6MYorzQlg6iei32


Transparent Sticky Notes

see- through is something I rely on constantly. I can place it over any text in my planner or book
and annotate without covering anything important up in the process. The best part is that once I
remove the sticky note, my page is still clean. — Kayla Bickham, former style and beauty fellow.
Indian.

A posture belt for back pain

I swear by the BetterBack for helping me to maintain good posture at my desk and relieving
both upper and lower back pain throughout the day. I have a few slipped discs in my spine, so I
deal with pretty chronic discomfort. This is the only tool (not counting stretching and
acupuncture) that has ever helped mitigate my pain, which helps me focus on my work instead
of on my back. You can read my full review of the BetterBack here, and I'd suggest speaking
with your doctor before using this. — Sally Kaplan, executive editor, Insider Reviews
Advertisement

https://affiliate.insider.com/?amazonTrackingID=biip_020119_desk-products-20&h=33e879c2e64fb3278d461328551f16f5ed902470e0a7984bc60caa2bf1e61174&platform=browser&postID=61b8efc7f2a36b1ac9f4213e&postSlug=guides%2Fhome%2Fuseful-desk-accessories&site=bi&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2FBetterBack-Support-Posture-Improves-Recommended%2Fdp%2FB0167NBDYU&tag=bisafetynet2-20&amcid=amcid-EFUM6VBiAFAgeVrqePql


A cute Post-It note dispenser

I'm obsessed with Post-It notes and cats, so this cat-shaped Post-It note dispenser is one of my
favorite desk decorations. It holds my Post-Its perfectly and it looks cute on my desk. It's also
weighted so it's hard to knock over, and if a real cat happened to walk on my desk, they'd
struggle to knock it off. — Malarie Gokey, lead training coordinator, Insider

A keyboard cover to protect against loud typing and messes

https://affiliate.insider.com/?amazonTrackingID=biip_020119_desk-products-20&h=743d16eccc6390567756aa54fa7658b914383e320294528246d55ab936deaa84&platform=browser&postID=61b8efc7f2a36b1ac9f4213e&postSlug=guides%2Fhome%2Fuseful-desk-accessories&site=bi&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.walmart.com%2Fip%2FPost-it-Pop-up-Notes-Dispenser-3-x-3-Notes-Cat-Dispenser%2F408874582&amcid=amcid-NUOl3oZg66Oip6leVJA7
https://affiliate.insider.com/?amazonTrackingID=biip_020119_desk-products-20&h=240c9a90be146720aaadf90c49bdb61d70347eca0b1e24867c8baa19e139522b&platform=browser&postID=61b8efc7f2a36b1ac9f4213e&postSlug=guides%2Fhome%2Fuseful-desk-accessories&site=bi&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fproduct%2FB00GGZU0TE%2F&tag=bisafetynet2-20&amcid=amcid-pMPbP6zNQQAbVxEFApBz


This silicone keyboard cover muffles any sounds of clacking keys, which may help avoid
nonsensical arguments with my husband after we've both been working at home for more than a
year. It also protects against food crumbs and spills. — Jada Wong, former senior editor, Insider

4. Decluttering Your Desk
We've all heard the saying, "less is more." We've also heard if your desk is messy, you are a
genius, but do you really want to be surrounded by all that clutter when you're working?

Tracy McCubbin, de-cluttering expert, business owner, and author of the forthcoming book The
Clutter Code says many business owners maintain their home as a functional space, while
completely disregarding their offices. In fact, their office becomes their 'dirty little secret', the
place where they can call chaos their "process" and disorder their "filing system."

UCLA did a rigorous, nine-year study, the results of which were published in the book Life at
Home in the Twenty-First Century. It demonstrated the Los Angeles parents (in the study)
experience real psychological stress of overwhelm associated with clutter and disarray.
For me, a clean, de-cluttered office gives me a feeling of relief and like a stress-filled weight has
been lifted off my shoulders. When things are unorganized, I feel overwhelmed and like my
to-do list is even longer.

If you want to feel more organized throughout the year, try these tips.

1. Set the time aside to do the task.
This applies to your email inbox, like everything else on your to-do list. If your inbox is out of
control, set aside some weekend time to begin at the very beginning and scroll all the way
through, deleting what you don't need and answering those forgotten notes.
You will feel so good when you've done those favors you were putting off. Moving forward,
schedule time every day to answer emails, so they don't build up.

I schedule three times a day to check my email. Every evening at my last check, my goal is to
get to zero. This has made me so much more productive because I'm more focused. I no longer
have notification popping up on my phone or in the extra tab to distract me. I get more done.

2. Move all your bills and financial statements to digital.
This will help you tame your paper clutter. Even better, set up auto-pay. Then all you will get is a
notification of your statement and an email telling you the payment is processing.
Saving time is vital in getting more done and being strategic about how you schedule your day.
This is a huge time saver.



3. De-clutter the visual distractions in your workstation.
We all love a good dose of motivation, but too many signs, sayings, and reminders hanging
around your desk can be a distraction.
While I still do have some artwork from my kids hanging around, I only leave out what I need to
see, like my client list of things to do that day.
"After a while, we stop 'seeing' them at all," McCubbin says. "Fight stagnation by swapping out
pictures every few months."

4. Clean up the cup of pens on your desk.
Make the most of the next time you're on hold and empty all those pens onto your desk. Then
test them all. The ones that are dried up? Go. The ones you don't like and never use? Go. That
leaves you with an uncluttered collection of pens that you will actually use.

5. Clean out your work bag.
Take 10 minutes and de-junk your work bag.
"Whenever I do this I am appalled that, over a few months of assisting clients, making house
calls, and running around with my four-year-old niece, my purse has turned into a garbage can
with straps," McCubbin says. "You'll feel so much better in your next client meeting when you
can gracefully pull out your laptop without disgorging them."

6. Recycle last year's unread magazines, newspapers, and articles.
If you didn't read them last year, you're not going to read them this year. Take them down the
hall to paper recycling or donate them to your local library or pet shop for cage lining.



Maybe you've been collecting information from a conference or luncheon. Be realistic: Are you
ever going to go back and reread that giant binder of information from a conference you
attended four years ago?

If you can't bear to part with the whole binder, pull out the relevant materials and file those. Ditch
the rest.

7. Reorganize your computer's desktop.
Have you been saving documents there for years? Is it so cluttered with icons you can't find
what you need when you need it? Take an hour and open each one. File or delete them all.
"Recently, I had a client who found $600 worth of Amex e-gift cards that she had made PDFs
of--and then completely forgot about," McCubbin says.

You shouldn't just clean up what's physically around you--what's staring at you in the face is just
as important. Most days, that's your computer.

5. Organizing Paperwork and Documents
How to organize important paperwork is a question I actually ask myself from time to time.
With tax season right around the corner (and a stack of tax documents I need to organize
staring me in the face) I thought I’d revisit this popular post from last year.

So today I’ve turned to my favorite organizational expert for some guidance and peace of mind
on the best way to organize these essential documents.

HOW TO ORGANIZE IMPORTANT PAPERWORK AND DOCUMENTS AT
HOME
This question of how to organize important paperwork and documents at home comes up a lot
around here.

Personally, I’m lucky to have Emily Maiocco of Next Level Organizing help me with this daunting
task.
So, naturally, I took this query straight to Emily in order to get her professional insights to share
here today…

Here’s Emily!
What to keep, how long to keep it, where to keep it… it can all seem a little overwhelming at
times, not to mention boring.
While paper organization can be a real snooze-fest, the physical and mental space you’ll create
after thoughtfully putting the right system in place will make it all worth it!



No need to wait for the new year or a spring cleaning, the best time to tackle your paperwork is
now.

As a residential organizer, I’ve been organizing clients’ paperwork for over 12 years.
Over the years I’ve learned there’s more than one correct way to organize your important
paperwork.
However, there’s some general standards to consider as you figure out what’s right for you.
Finding your paperwork flow develops over time and will change as your space and needs
change.

I’m going to walk you through three large paperwork topics and try to break them down for you.

TIPS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FILING YOUR PAPERS AND
DOCUMENTS:
1.) Reduce the amount of mail you receive.

If you can, go paperless with your bills and statements. Stop the catalogs and magazines (or
switch to digital subscriptions). Do it!
As a result, this will cut down on a ton of paper. It’s so worth the effort.

2.) Download and get comfortable with a scanner and digital storage device.
I use Evernote and the Scannable app on my phone. There are countless options to choose
from. Having a file system you trust that isn’t paper is always a nice option.
Ideally your digital filing cabinet is on your computer, in the cloud. Remember to back this up.
If you have lots of paper to scan, the Fujitisu Scansnap gets great reviews and my clients love it.
Digitally store inspirational quotes, medical records, and basically anything that has information
you want to keep. without taking up space in your home.

3.) Use hanging files for your categories.



I like large categories such as “Banking”, “Medical”, “Taxes”, etc. We will dive into these more
below.

4.) Add 3.5” file folder tabs to your hanging files.
I use this larger size instead of the standard 2” tabs.

They can fit more information and are easier to read. I use my label maker to label them.

5.) Use file folders for your sub categories.
For example, subcategories under “Taxes” might include donation receipts and tax forms.

6.) Create a long-term storage spot in your home.
This can be any out of the way space. In my home it’s in our basement in a plastic file box like
this.
It contains old taxes, old household files and our house closing documents.
You might choose to have this be a weather tight storage file box like this. Also, a fireproof box
like this is a good idea for important documents.

6. Maintaining an Organized Desk
Organization doesn't come naturally to everyone, but that doesn't mean you can't become more
organized. Forming good habits and establishing a solid daily routine are two key practices for
getting your life and possessions in order. Little by little, as you continue to practice these
changes, your life will start to feel more organized.

Here are 5 tricks for getting organized that you can start doing today.

1. Keep Essentials in One Place
Leave your keys, wallet, cellphone, headphones, and other such accessories you carry daily in
the same place every single time you walk through the door. Have a spot in your entryway for
these items, so you are never running around late, wondering where your keys and phone are
hiding.
Tip
Buy or repurpose something decorative to hold your "smalls" (e.g., keys and phone). Items such
as an entrance table or wall-mounted key organizer are great for storage.

2. Create a To-Do List
Make a new to-do list every day based on the previous day's list and anything that came up
since the last list was created. Even if you're not a big list maker and only jot down the big
projects, look at it every day and cross off what you've completed (or what you've deemed no
longer relevant). Not only will this help keep you on top of your tasks, but it will also make you



feel productive when you cross off that item after it's been completed.
Tip
Make your to-do list at either the beginning or end of the day. Mid-day is too late for the current
day and often too early to have a real sense of the following day.

3. Go Paperless
Minimize paper clutter by getting bills and statements delivered to your inbox. You likely pay
them online, so there's no reason not to get the bill online, too. Do a regular quick scan of your
checking and savings accounts. Keeping an eye on your financial accounts allows you to see
what you spent the previous day, so spending doesn't get out of control. Plus, looking at your
savings puts you in the right frame of mind each morning to continue saving.

4. Carry a Notepad

A pocket-size notebook is essential to an organized life. Use this to write down items for your
shopping list, errands, to-dos, and random thoughts, and carry it with you everywhere you go. It
is endlessly portable, is user-friendly, and never needs recharging. You never know when you'll
need to quickly jot something down, such as upcoming events or shopping lists.
Continue to 5 of 10 below

5 . Declutter Your Wallet
Organizing your wallet is one of the quickest and easiest organizing projects to instill as a daily
habit. Tackle this one whenever you have some downtime—like sitting on a train or in front of
the TV on a weeknight.
Declutter your wallet by first filing away any receipts you need to hang onto and then shredding
and recycling the rest. Then, go through your cadre of rewards cards, making sure the ones you



use the most are front and center. Don't forget to remove any loose change and store it in a jar
or other designated container in your home. There's no need to carry around the extra weight.

7. How To Maintain A Clean And Tidy Workspace: Office
Cleaning Tips
Do you know that a messy and dirty desk can harbour up to 400 times more germs than a toilet
seat? Dust, pollen and stubborn stains that accumulate on doorknobs, cabinets, carpets, kitchen
pantry surfaces and other areas within an office space can pose various health concerns for
employees. According to some studies, maintaining a clean and hygienic workplace
environment can reduce the number of employees getting sick from dust and infections, saving
them from taking unnecessary sick leaves. In addition, a well-organised and sanitary office can
help employees be more productive. Here is the list of best office cleaning tips to promote a
healthy workspace environment. Make sure you commit to a regular cleaning schedule by hiring
professional office cleaning experts in Perth. Let’s Get Started!

Start By Organising Loose Papers
Office cleaning is different from regular housekeeping chores. It is important to take care of
loose papers and files, especially when cleaning desks. So, start by checking your desks,
cabinets, wall-mounted pockets and trays in the office. After that, make a pile of unwanted
documents and toss them. You can also shred unwanted paperwork (credentials) and make
your workspace look spacious, clean and organised. Tip: Scan and store important documents
digitally.

Declutter Your Workspace
Around 73 per cent of employees in Perth say that clutter is one of the key reasons for
distraction at work. Thus, get rid of unwanted stuff from the entire office space and make it look
tidy, organised and positive. Get rid of unwanted business items, such as broken coffee mugs,
litter, freebies, dried-up pens, bottles, etc. Also, remove dirty cups, spoons, bowls and plates
from workstations to prevent the spread of germs. You can use pen holders, paper trays, and
desk organisers to keep this area clutter-free. A clutter-free workspace can improve the
productivity of employees. However, if you are at the end of your tenancy, hire budget vacate
cleaners in Perth and pass the final inspection. They clean the entire office while reducing
downtime.

Clean And Sanitise IT Equipment / Electronics
Make sure you clean and sanitise It equipment to maintain its performance and durability. Tackle
germs and accumulated dirt that can lead to malfunctions, overheating and data loss-related
problems. From computer systems to laptops, servers to other networking equipment, clean and
sanitise all using the following guide:

○ Turn off the system to prevent electrical shock.
○ Remove dry dust, pollen and other allergens using a microfiber cloth.



○ Damp the cloth in vinegar and soapy, warm water. Wring out excess solution and wipe
the surface to remove stains.

○ Do not use abrasive products and tools.
○ Use disinfecting wipes to banish germs and bacteria.
○ Let the equipment dry completely before turning it on.

Vacuum Carpets And Upholstery Regularly

Carpets and sofas in an office collect a lot of dust, dirt, debris and harmful allergens, especially
in heavy footfall areas, such as reception. Use a HEPA-filtered vacuum machine with a brush
attachment to clean your delicate floor coverings and upholstery. It is good to clean them twice
or thrice a week to prevent grime build-up. Steam cleaning is also a great option to keep dirt and
germs at bay. This can improve the overall indoor air quality of your commercial space. You can
hire professionals for detailed carpet cleaning in Perth and restore their shine and beauty for
years.

Maintain Cleanliness Of Shared Areas
It is important to keep shared areas, such as the restroom, conference room and reception area
of your office, clean and organised. Encourage your employees to follow the cleaning standards
and keep the common areas germ-free. Promote personal hygiene, such as washing hands
every 30 minutes or sanitising before touching doorknobs, appliance handles, and other
common spots. Make sure you disinfect high-touch spots, such as door handles, water tank
taps, toilet seats, faucets, sinks, and chair handles.

Restrict Eating At Workstations
There is no denying that munching at your work desk can lead to germs infestation because of
food crumbs and spills. So, stop your employees from eating at their desks by introducing strict



office hygiene rules. A clean and mess-free desk can keep E. coli and other harmful bacteria at
bay, reducing the percentage of sick leaves.

Keep The Pantry Clean
Don’t forget to clean and disinfect your office pantry on a daily basis, as it is one of the attractive
spots for germs and bacteria growth. If you want to maintain the health of your employees,
clean the kitchen cabinets, countertops, sink, appliances, tabletops, shelves and chairs using a
natural cleaning product, such as vinegar or baking soda. Also, ensure you store food items
properly in the refrigerator to reduce waste and the spread of germs.

Promote Personal Responsibility
A clean and hygienic workspace is only possible when employees take the initiative to keep
their area clean and clutter-free. So, motivate your employees to keep their workstations clean
on a daily basis. You can also give rewards and promote a healthy office environment.
Focus On A Recycling Program
You can reduce environmental impact by introducing a recycling program within your
organisation. It is good to offer clearly labelled recycling bins for plastic, paper and glass. Also,
train your employees to recycle waste and protect the planet. Reducing waste can also help you
achieve a cleaner office. Here is a guide to recycle and dispose of waste after performing a
thorough bond cleaning.

Hire Professional Cleaners
There is always an option to outsource cleaning service on a regular basis to maintain a healthy,
shiny and organised workspace. A professional cleaning service can provide quality cleaning
and make sure your office is consistently spruced up. You can also hire experts for a meticulous
vacate cleaning Perth when moving out of a rented property. They will help you secure the full
bond back without any dispute or delay.

Wrapping Up
Maintaining a clean and germ-free workspace is crucial for the success of your business. It
promotes a healthy and positive work environment and improves employees’ productivity. A tidy
office can leave a great impression on clients and help you achieve your targeted
entrepreneurial goals.

Conclusion
In conclusion, maintaining an organized desk is a fundamental aspect of maximizing efficiency
and productivity in any workspace. The strategies outlined in "The Ultimate Guide to Desk
Organization" provide a roadmap for creating a workspace that is both functional and conducive
to productivity.

By decluttering your desk, optimizing your layout, and implementing effective organization
systems, you can create a workspace that enhances your focus and minimizes distractions.



Additionally, by incorporating daily habits and periodic organization tips, you can ensure that
your workspace remains organized and efficient in the long term.

Ultimately, an organized desk is more than just a tidy workspace—it's a reflection of your
professional mindset and a tool for enhancing your work performance. By following the
principles outlined in this guide, you can create an organized desk that maximizes your
efficiency, boosts your productivity, and enhances your overall work experience.
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